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Welcome!  



Land Back Movement
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Home - NDN COLLECTIVE

https://ndncollective.org/


Today’s Agenda
• Meeting objectives
• Guest presentations
− Renold JeanLouis: Qualitative Data Coordinator, OPPA
− Melissa Moore: Public Health Coordinator, Taylor County 

Health Department
− Emile Gunovich: Data and Evaluation Manager, National 

LGBT Cancer Network

• Questions and answers
• Resource provision and overview
• Conclusion and Zoom survey
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Meeting Objectives

1. Review qualitative methods and its importance to 
research.

2. Learn an approach to applying qualitative data to 
address health disparities from Taylor County 
Health Department.

3. Cover the principles of data equity and data 
decolonization.
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Wisconsin Department of Health Services

What is Qualitative 
Research and Why it Should 

Matter 

Renold JeanLouis, Qualitative Data Project 
Manager

3.14.24
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What Is Qualitative Research

Qualitative research is a methodology designed to 
collect, analyze and interpret non-numerical data to 
better understand people’s beliefs, attitudes, experiences 
and interactions. 
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What Is Qualitative Research

Qualitative research relies on data that 
explore thoughts, and answer questions 
primarily centered on “why” and “how.”

Qualitative data comes in 
narrative form.
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Why Conducting Qualitative 
Research Matters

• It can be used to explore topics where little information is 
available, offering insight and understanding by identifying 
key concepts and ideas.

• It has power to generate new hypotheses from inductive 
method.

• It has power to investigate deeper into a subject for 
greater understanding.

• It allows the researcher go beyond the words of the 
participants.
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Why Conducting Qualitative 
Research Matters

• Not everything that can be counted counts and not 
everything that counts can be counted (William Bruce 
German).

• It encourages us to ask questions.

• It is a way to understand what is happening locally.

• It helps explain and complement quantitative data. 10



How Qualitative Data Helps 
Quantitative Data

• Qualitative methods can help quantitative research 
prioritize what to investigate. 

• Qualitative researchers can explore subjects that are 
poorly studied with quantitative methods. 
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How Qualitative Data Helps 
Quantitative Data

• Qualitative methods can be used to provide depth into 
quantitative data.

• Qualitative methods can help refine quantitative 
hypothesis research for future research. 
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Approach vs. Method 

• An approach is a general way of thinking about a 
problem or situation. 

• A method is the specific way of putting that approach 
into action. 
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Approaches to Qualitative 
Research 

• Ethnographic research involves incorporating yourself 
into the participants cultural or social group to 
understand their behaviors, beliefs, and practices. It 
focus on understanding cultures.

• Grounded Theory generates hypotheses from existing 
data. It focuses on collecting and analyzing data to 
construct new hypotheses, letting it emerge from the 
data itself.
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Approaches to Qualitative 
Research 

• Phenomenological method focused on understanding 
individuals lived experience and how a particular 
phenomenon impact belief, attitudes and behavior. It 
seeks to understand the meaning that people give to 
their experiences. 

• Narrative approach allows stories to be told to 
understand how participants perception and make 
sense of their experiences. 
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Data Collection Method

• Focus group consists of a group interview consisting 
of 6-8 people of similar characteristics or experiences to 
explore a topic of interest. 

• Observation draws on the researcher subjective 
interpretation, using their senses to take detailed notes 
as they observe participants in their natural 
environment. 
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Data Collection Method

• Survey is a questionnaire of open-ended topic 
question that seek detail response in the participant’s 
own words.

• Interviews focus on a personal 1 on 1 interaction and 
intend to dig deeper into one's experience, 
understanding, opinions, and motivation. 
• Structural 

• Semi- structural 

• Unstructured 17



Advantages and Disadvantages 

• Surveys 
• Convenient for reaching large audience 

• Not the best for opened-ended questions

• Focus groups
• Offers in-depth insight and rich experiences 

• Carries greater risk of disproportionate speaking 
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Advantages and Disadvantages 

• Interviews 
• Better rapport and trust building 

• More time-consuming

• Observation 
• Most genuine data collection 

• Greater risk for misinterpretation/bias  
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Challenges with Qualitative 
Research

• Potential low credibility

• Difficult to generalize

•More difficult and more time consuming to analyze

• Research bias

• Data overload or too little data
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Thank you!!
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Qualitative Data Grantee

Melissa Moore, Taylor County Health Department























































Data Equity

Emile Gunovich, National LGBT Cancer Network



Data 
Equity

EMILE GUNOVICH, MPH
Data and Evaluation Manager 

National LGBT Cancer Network



The history of data 
collection is rooted in 
racism, colonization, 

ableism, and homophobia.







the study of how to arrange reproduction within a human population to increase 

the occurrence of heritable characteristics regarded as desirable. Developed 

largely by Sir Francis Galton as a method of improving the human race, eugenics 

was increasingly discredited as unscientific and racially biased during the 20th 

century, especially after the adoption of its doctrines by the Nazis in order to 

justify their treatment of Jews, disabled people, and other minority groups.

What is Eugenics?

https://www.google.com/search?sca_esv=576128351&rlz=1C1CHBF_enUS910US910&sxsrf=AM9HkKkFSud2LheitUbuApKKCBPJ-VVZgg:1698162467001&q=heritable&si=ALGXSlb6hSjuI-stkeAspHuNXR7xObctfvqRhdHMOl47TqU6mzYMHjrYGebQbyn4pfHM4uXSW_CtwR9U3vx4bmApTsg_We8sYw1NEkgE9BtVZ-WRNC3wH2U%3D&expnd=1
https://www.google.com/search?sca_esv=576128351&rlz=1C1CHBF_enUS910US910&sxsrf=AM9HkKkFSud2LheitUbuApKKCBPJ-VVZgg:1698162467001&q=discredited&si=ALGXSlY7Tk5u3AnUd39hr4eAN0grDEWkaTgEOVji8nKZeX0I_u_7O9IWzTf7yIZl54E4xegUO-YsRMTRQd1Fm3aq_Gcz2gbS4MqxmAtZry5QWF1SDz-mbXE%3D&expnd=1
https://www.google.com/search?sca_esv=576128351&rlz=1C1CHBF_enUS910US910&sxsrf=AM9HkKkFSud2LheitUbuApKKCBPJ-VVZgg:1698162467001&q=unscientific&si=ALGXSlbsnhJrQT67VON4kgaynbBxJiKLB_LvlGQSROu237HQbi97vysO4Cx2g0IyLGCmZn3Po-C1JBjG8tCTsaDBJKaDH6RdkuxheeprLv0LWpSHAJ3i2DM%3D&expnd=1


laid the foundation of statistical 

inference, invented experimental 

design, randomization, ANOVA, F-

tests, concept of null hypothesis

major contributions to mathematical 

statistics included the initial 

development of quantiles and linear 

regression techniques.

introduced probability values, or p-

values, and founded the first ever 

university statistics department and 

the first academic journal focused on 

the field



laid the foundation of statistical 

inference, invented experimental 

design, randomization, ANOVA, F-

tests, concept of null hypothesis

major contributions to mathematical 

statistics included the initial 

development of quantiles and linear 

regression techniques.

introduced probability values, or p-

values, and founded the first ever 

university statistics department and 

the first academic journal focused on 

the field

All eugenicists.



Data is biased.







Data has 
consequences.



This chart, which was 

approved by the FDA at the 

time, appears to show that 

OxyContin doses peak 

quickly and then plateau in 

the blood stream, providing 

constant levels of pain 

relief.



This chart was used by 

Purdue as a marketing tool 

to convince doctors that 

OxyContin was less 

addictive than it actually 

was.



The reality is that levels 
of the drug drop off 

sharply in users, 
triggering withdrawal 

symptoms and 
addiction. 





OxyContin was developed and patented in 1996 by Purdue Pharma L.P. and was originally available 

in 10 milligram (mg), 20 mg, 40 mg, and 80 mg tablets.

A 160 mg tablet became available in July 2000.



Data has power.



Leah Foltman, UW Applied Population Lab | Malia Jones, UW Applied Population Lab

Feb. 28, 2019

• In the 1930's the U.S. government implemented several policies to 

counteract the economic fallout of the Great Depression

⚬ Led to the creattion of the Federal Housing Administration.

• The FHA worked with the Home Owners' Loan Corporation, a 

government-sponsored lending agency, to issue bonds for homeowners 

struggling to keep up.

• HOLC also created "residential security" maps that identified specific 

neighborhoods as high or low risk for investment. These maps were used 

by bank and finance entities in making lending and other investment 

decisions.

• The resulting grading system categorized neighborhoods on maps, 

reflecting the prejudices of the evaluators and the ingrained biases of the 

system as a whole

The Racist Legacy of Redlining



Leah Foltman, UW Applied Population Lab | Malia Jones, UW Applied Population Lab

Feb. 28, 2019

Green = Grade A; exemplary neighborhoods for lenders

Blue = Grade B; desirable, older but still worthy of investment

Yellow = Grade C; “definitely declining”

Red = Grade D; "hazardous" for investment

In contemporary Milwaukee, the Halyard Park, Hillside and 

Haymarket neighborhoods, located just north of the city's 
downtown, were given a red rating. The rating was explained in 

the assessment with notes: "This is the Negro and slum area of 

Milwaukee. It is old and very ragged. Besides the colored people, 
a large number of lower type Jews are moving into the section."

Redlining in America’s Most Segregated City







Remember:

Behind every data point is 

a person, a community, a story.



•  The elimination of Indigenous people in data resulting in the non-fulfillment 

of treaty and trust responsibility due to “lack” of data on urban and rural 

Tribal communities.

•  Embedded structural racism in data systems that results in non-collection 

and/or non-reporting of Indigenous people’s race and ethnicity.

•  Lack of data being used as an excuse to not allocate appropriate resources to 

urban and rural Tribal communities perpetuating chronic health disparities.

What is Data Genocide?

Source: Abigail Echo-Hawk, Urban Indian Health Institute



•  Acknowledgement of harmful data practices couples with healing, 

restoration, and reparation.

•  Strengths-based data collection, analysis, and dissemination. 

•  Protective community and cultural factors measured and weighted 

against disparities and gaps.

•  Community governance every step of the way (collection, analysis, 

dissemination).

•  Accurate data reporting of race and ethnicity.

•  Embedded accountability of entities for collection of race and 

ethnicity. 

•  Disaggregation of data by race, ethnicity, and multiple races. 

•  Undoing STEM education disparities. 

•  Exploring and refining small populations methodologies. 

•  Acknowledging community knowledge and investing in data capacity 

as informed by the community.



Before you start collecting data ask 
yourself these questions:

Who are you doing this for?

Why is this necessary?

How will you collaborate with community?

When will you share what you learn?



•  Perfectionism

•  Sense of Urgency

•  Defensiveness

•  Quantity over Quality

•  Worship of the Written Word

•  Paternalism

•  Either/Or Thinking

•  Power Hoarding

•  Fear of Open Conflict

•  Individualism 

•  Progress is Bigger, More

•  Objectivity

•  Right to Comfort

Characteristics of White Supremacy Culture

From Dismantling Racism: A Workbook for Social Change Groups, by Kenneth Jones and Tema 
Okun, ChangeWork, 2001

Reflect: How do these 

characteristics show up in 

the way you interact with 

and communicate about 

data and evaluation?



Emile’s Hot Tips for Data Equity Champions

•  You’re going to mess up. Probably a lot. It’s okay. You do not 

have to be the “expert” for everything.

• Don’t work in silos-- equitable evaluation takes a community 

(see point #1)

•  Disaggregate. Your. Data. 

• “White” is not the standard basis for comparison!

•  Say what you mean!

•  Just because it’s “the way we’ve always done things” doesn’t 

mean it’s the way things ought to be done.

•  If there’s a will, there is a way.

•  Small sample sizes are not an excuse to withhold information.

•  Qualitative data is just as valid and important as quantitative 

data.

•  Don’t ask a question if you’re not going to use the information!

•  Involve and include young people!



Remember:
Data is biased.

Data has consequences.

Data has power.



Remember:

dat

a



Want to learn more?
• Find and follow Indigenous evaluators, data scientists, and their organizations.

⚬ Urban Indian Health Institute

⚬ Reconciling Ways of Knowing

• (Book) Decolonizing Methodologies by Linda Tuhiwai Smith

• (Book) Becoming Kin: An Indigenous Call to Unforgetting the Past and Reimagining 

Our Future by Patty Krawec

• (Website/community) We All Count 

• Additional resources will be sent out after this presentation

https://www.bloomsbury.com/us/author/linda-tuhiwai-smith/
https://www.broadleafbooks.com/store/author/8248/Patty-Krawec


Questions for Presenter
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Resources



Resource Guide
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Data Equity Resources

Data Equity: What Is It, 

and Why Does It 

Matter? — Hawai‘i 

Data Collaborative 

(hawaiidata.org)

Colorado Changes Data 

Narrative and 

Incorporates Equity 

Metrics – 

HealthEquityGuide.org

Health Equity Data 

Analysis - MN HD

HEDA Example 

(wicphet.org)

Why Am I Always Being 

Researched? We All Count – Data Equity 

Framework

Beyond the Numbers: 

Incorporating Community 

Voice Through Qualitative 

Data

https://www.hawaiidata.org/news/2020/7/1/data-equity-what-is-it-and-why-does-it-matter
https://www.hawaiidata.org/news/2020/7/1/data-equity-what-is-it-and-why-does-it-matter
https://www.hawaiidata.org/news/2020/7/1/data-equity-what-is-it-and-why-does-it-matter
https://www.hawaiidata.org/news/2020/7/1/data-equity-what-is-it-and-why-does-it-matter
https://www.hawaiidata.org/news/2020/7/1/data-equity-what-is-it-and-why-does-it-matter
https://healthequityguide.org/case-studies/colorado-changes-data-narrative-and-incorporates-equity-metrics/
https://healthequityguide.org/case-studies/colorado-changes-data-narrative-and-incorporates-equity-metrics/
https://healthequityguide.org/case-studies/colorado-changes-data-narrative-and-incorporates-equity-metrics/
https://healthequityguide.org/case-studies/colorado-changes-data-narrative-and-incorporates-equity-metrics/
https://healthequityguide.org/case-studies/colorado-changes-data-narrative-and-incorporates-equity-metrics/
https://www.health.state.mn.us/data/mchs/genstats/heda/hedaguide.pdf
https://www.health.state.mn.us/data/mchs/genstats/heda/hedaguide.pdf
https://wicphet.org/sites/default/files/courses/health-equity/operationalize/story_content/external_files/HEDA_10.12.17.pdf
https://wicphet.org/sites/default/files/courses/health-equity/operationalize/story_content/external_files/HEDA_10.12.17.pdf
https://chicagobeyond.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/ChicagoBeyond_2019Guidebook.pdf
https://chicagobeyond.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/ChicagoBeyond_2019Guidebook.pdf
https://weallcount.com/the-data-process/
https://weallcount.com/the-data-process/
https://www.cadca.org/resource/beyond-the-numbers-incorporating-community-voice-through-qualitative-data/
https://www.cadca.org/resource/beyond-the-numbers-incorporating-community-voice-through-qualitative-data/
https://www.cadca.org/resource/beyond-the-numbers-incorporating-community-voice-through-qualitative-data/
https://www.cadca.org/resource/beyond-the-numbers-incorporating-community-voice-through-qualitative-data/


Contact Us! 

• Would you like more resources on a similar or different 
topic? Please contact the HEART team, and we will 
provide you with the appropriate resources. 

afeefah.khan@dhs.wisconsin.gov
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Next Meeting

May 9th, 2024
Promising Practice for Health Equity

10:00 – 11:30 A.M. CST

Please remember to fill out the post-meeting survey!
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Thank You! 
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